WINTER CANCER PAIN SCHOOL 16TH – 19TH OCTOBER 2018 COMMENTS

Very interesting. Complex approach. Balanced subjects and items.
-

Excellent and very relevant topics
Good discussions and exchange ideas
Good venue and facilities

In my country only general hospital and doctor concerned about cancer pain.
Good topics, excellent lectures, nice experience.
Excellent course – content and relevance, Interdisciplinary
Shared knowledge and experience from other countries
Patient experience
It was a very important course that opened up views and discussions about important and everyday dilemmas
when treating pain in oncology patients.
Great experience, interesting cases, learning new approaches.
The course broadens the clinical perspective.
Perfect mixture of different possibilities of pain treatment options for cancer patients along with insight of
palliative care approaches. So it is good and suitable for both Pain Clinicians and Palliative Care Physicians.
Excellent relevant, fantastic value, good quality of presentations.
Very nice atmosphere for interactive learning. Very informative and beneficial.
Very good organisation
High quality of speaker
Very specific to ous speciality
Small group
THIS COURSETHE BEST THANKS.
First of all learning is important. This course covers a lot of ground, is well presented and varied and manages to
interest a wide range of medical and paramedical professionals. The course organisers have visibly worked hard
at making it relevant to everyone attending – Professionally inspiring and actually really enjoyable too. Well
done, thanks!
Winter Cancer Pain School Liverpool 2018 was excellent. “Interactive, International, Interdisciplinary” – this title
reflects vital features of Winter Cancer Pain School Liverpool 2018. The very high level of this school was due to
Mrs Julie Williams and Lorraine Roberts who proved to be as amiable and helpful as possible both in terms of
before the commencement of the school by providing the necessary information as well as devising the Winter
Cancer Pain School itself. The lectures presented the current condition of knowledge within physiology,
pharmacology, psychology and other fields, as well as the overview of general roles of cancer pain treatment in a
very interesting way.
It’s so great if getting a kind of Diploma programme for cancer pain management in course effectively
…………………..palliative care too

Thank you for the effort in organising this course! You have a great team,and I hope that we have soon in our
country more services regarding pain. I hope to see you soon!
Simply Wonderful! Thank you so much!
-

Provided good forum to discuss varied practices
Excellent opportunity to meet colleagues from different countries and their approaches and
organisational issues.
Please advertise on Faculty of Pain Medicine trainee events page.

Faculty all good, Faculty running course, perfect!!!
If we would get the slides in advance it will be very helpful.
A few sessions were quite repetitive, but still meaningful.
One of the best (if not the best) courses I have attended. Excellent mix of lectures and patient stories. Well
organised. Great administrators! Great content, great lectures. Thank you. Shared knowledge and experience
from other specialities and countries.
-

To be done in our European centres in the future.
More advanced courses for experts to share the experience.

Thank you for such a great course!
The organisation was fantastic! Keep on doing the same way!
Skip the long day.
Just as above (excellent from previous page) input from psychologist how psychological issues can amplify the
pain signal and approaches to manage.
Excellent course, the lower marks for speakers reflect a way of differentiating between the exceptional and the
very good presentations.
I’m thankful for all efforts put in organising Winter Cancer Pain School 2018. It is a beneficial meeting.
-

Ask for another feedback within a few weeks.
It would be nice to get a list of participants and educators with their emails.
The day at Hospice was very important
2nd day was too long.
Would like to have more information about people that do not have cancer any more ( no evidence of
disease) – management of “chronic pain” – for this group of patients.
- Get the slides in advance.
Increase number of sessions like session number 13
Dedicated in cases at problem solving
Part of the educational material given in advance
-

Too much abbreviations in lectures
In the hospice we couldn’t hear what people/doctors were talking about
“Pain management in cancer survivors”
Too much information for a short period of time
In my opinion we need more time for the lecture
More time for the topic
“Pathophysiology of pain related to cancer “ Prof Morlion
“Visceral pain” presentation – best way to present a case. Great!
Great organisation! Short session with breaks between them
During most of the time we were unable to hear the questions/ comments from the participants

This course -In general was very good, the lectures and teachers of very good level.
The visit and work in the Hospice, excellent.
The visit and dinner and tour of the Stadium from Liverpool, it was wonderful. The attention and organisation by
part of you of the best congratulations and I would like. Can you share the pictures of group at the Hospice and
at the dinner at the stadium.
Thank you.
In this manner I would like to express my sincere gratitude for the help received to Mrs Julie Williams in my point
of view and Lorraine Roberts.
Biopsychosocial paradigm of pain (cancer) treatment and health enriches the method of regarding it’s condition.
Excellent design techniques and during lectures (Dr Julie Raj) helped to remember numerous pieces of
information (Dr Kate Marley).
The most creative way of conducting lectures (classes) during Winter Cancer Pain School Liverpool 2018 and
unquestionable beauty of Liverpool where the course took place, made additional attributes of the event.
To sum up, interactive excellent lectures fulfilled all conference of such a way of conducting classes that helped
participants to take an active part, despite tiredness.

